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■ POINT!! For temperature monitoring 
of small parts

Irreversible
RoHS Compliant
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Features  Temperature label Super mini and Mini are extremely small labels.
 These labels are widely used for monitoring the temperature of small parts.

1K
Mini-sized labels 
(5×5mm)
Single temperature 
indicating model

* The white dot disappears when the color-change temperature is reached (same for 1K, 3K and 3R)
Type JAN codeColor-changeColor-change

temperature°C
Color-change 

accuracy

White

Black

Type JAN codeColor-changeColor-change
temperature°C

Color-change 
accuracy

White

Black

200 labels per box

3K
Mini-sized 
3-temperature type

Type JAN codeTemperature combination (°C) Color-change Color-change
accuracy

White

Black

20 labels per box

3R
Round mini-sized 
3-temperature type

* The first color-change temperature in the combination is represented by the white dot on the right-hand 
side beneath the indicated number. The temperatures continue in clockwise order.

Type JAN codeTemperature combination (°C) Color-change Color-change
accuracy

White

Black

20 labels per box

Applications

Monitoring for abnormal heat generation of electronic parts such as 
transistors, ICs, LSIs, resistors, capacitors, and inductors
Inspection of heat generation by small motors such as circuit cooling 
fan motors and drive motors
Checking the ambient temperature during product transportation or 
use

 Super mini
Temperature label
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Before color change After color change

Temperature has risen 
to around 70°C

Before color change After color change

Temperature has risen 
to around 85°C

Before color change After color change

Temperature has risen 
to around 75°C
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■ POINT!!

■ POINT!!

Single temperature indicating 
model

5-temperature stepped 
indication at 5°C intervals

Tem
perature Indicating M

aterials 

RoHS Compliant
Irreversible

Mini
Ideal for monitoring 
the temperature of 
small parts

Type JAN codeColor-changeColor-change
temperature°C

Color-change 
accuracy Type JAN codeColor-changeColor-change

temperature°C
Color-change 

accuracy

200 labels per box

White

Red

White

Red

RoHS Compliant
Irreversible

Features  Temperature indicator label 5S has 5 temperatures on a single label, making it ideal for temperature 

5S
Ideal for monitoring 
the temperature of 
small parts

* Color changes at each temperature are the same as for LI.
Type JAN codeTemperature combination (°C) Color-change 

accuracy

20 labels per box

Caution on Use Super mini, mini and S are designed for indoor use 
and therefore should be used only in indoor 
environments. Using these products in conditions 
where they are exposed to the effects of 
substances such as water, oil, solvents and 
plasticizers (e.g. through surface adhesion, 
soaking from underneath, or in atmospheres 
consisting of such substances) may lead to an 
inaccurate color change.

Temperature label

Temperature label Mini

measurements in test situations.
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Before 
color change

After 
color change

Temperature has 
risen above 90°C

Before
color change

After
color change

Temperature has 
risen to around 85°C
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